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Introduction
Are you wondering how to quickly find someone's email
address?

Collecting customer email addresses can be a time-
consuming process when you don’t have the proper tools.
Google Chrome extensions are easily accessible email
finder tools that make it simple and convenient to use while
working.



What is an email finder
Google Chrome extension?

An email finder Google Chrome extension is an email
finder solution designed specifically for Google Chrome
that finds and gathers email addresses. Commonly used
for lead generation and sales, these tools let users search
by name, company, or domain to find email addresses
that lead to sales and business development.



Common features of a
Chrome email finder

As with email finder tools, Google Chrome
extensions offer some variety in features
and functionality. In general, there are a
number of features that these tools offer. I
outline the main functions of these apps
below to help you compare them easily.



Search by Name: Find email address for a specific professional by
searching their first and last name, domain or company name.

 Domain Search: Search and extract all email addresses from the
website domain that you are currently visiting.

 Bulk Domain Search: Search and extract all email addresses from a
list of website domains, with filters such as name, job title, and
company to define your search.

Social Network Search: Search and extract all email addresses from
the social networking site that you are currently visiting.

Additional Features: Any additional features that the tool has,
including things like lead management, outreach, and more.



Should You Use an Email Finder
Google Chrome extension?
The purpose of email-finding tools is to get correct emails that land your
message in your prospect’s inbox.

You don’t want to spend time crafting emails only to get in the wrong inbox. 

Now, searching a prospect’s email addresses from an email finder tool is
time-consuming. Typically, it involves importing contacts to the website
and exporting them back to a CSV file or google sheet. But that process is
getting less popular.

Chrome extension email finders make the search process quicker and in
real-time. It works like magic.

You can go to any website or LinkedIn and immediately get email
addresses – complete with a confidence score. This saves you hours and
loads of frustration.

What Features Do the Best Email Finder Google Chrome extensions Have?



Accuracy score: An accuracy score shows you how confident the tool is that
the email is the correct contact for your prospect.  With the score, you can
decide whether to proceed to send the email or not.

Email Verifier: When you keep sending emails to invalid addresses, you’ll be
trapped by spam filters and risk getting blacklisted. The tool should verify
emails on the go right from the extension to keep your deliverability high.
 
An API: The feature enables you to confirm the email addresses you’ve found
through platforms like Hubspot CRM, Mailchimp etc...

Domain Search Service: This is an advanced search feature that allows you to
extract all emails from the website you’re currently visiting.

Social Network Search: This feature comes in handy when you can’t find
contacts from your prospect’s website. It can extract emails from social
platforms like LinkedIn, Angelist, and Crunchbase.



If don’t require all the features of the more costly products, there are free

email finder Google Chrome extensions.

 If you are running less than 100 searches per month, you can likely rely

on a free solution.

Click on the name of the Extension on next page to learn more or

download it.



1. Discoverly

Cost: Free

The best thing about it: 

Search social profiles easily while browsing

While searching social profiles, reveal and save contact information easily
using this extension. 

Gmal, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter all organize contact information
differently, but Discoverly makes it simple to discover this information
across all platforms.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/discoverly/dijhcpbkalfgkcebgoncjmfpbamihgaf


2. EmailDrop

Cost: Free

The best thing about it: 

Extract emails from a website instantly

Clean, simple, and fast, this tool is ideal for beginners. Extract emails from
the website you are visiting and export them to a file that you can easily
use for lead management. This chrome email finder is great for people
starting out and learning the ropes.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/emaildrop-extract-emails/peilgijmhiocdmdeglhiljipigamfbjh?hl=en


3. Name2Email

Cost: Free

The best thing about it: 

Find a contact directly in Gmail

Type in the first name, last name, and domain name of the person you are
trying to connect with, and Name2Email will suggest potential versions—
right within the Gmail app. Easily find potential contacts while sending your
emails!

https://name2email.com/


4. Datanyze Insider

Cost: Free

The best thing about it: 

Search technologies and track business performance

Research business accounts, build prospect lists, and find high-value email
addresses to connect with customers. It easily integrates with your CRM
software and sales management platforms so you can manage your
leads.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/datanyze-chrome-extension/mlholfadgbpidekmhdibonbjhdmpmafd
https://close.com/crm/crm-software/


5. EmailMatcher

Cost: Free

The best thing about it: 

Find email addresses in 1 click

Enter a name and domain and get an email. Easily develop prospects lists
by gathering confirmed email addresses that you can rely on.

https://emailmatcher.com/


6. AroundDeal

Cost: Free

The best thing about it: 

Find high-value email addresses from LinkedIn and websites

AroundDeal finds valid email addresses from LinkedIn, Google, and
corporate websites to help you build lead lists. Emails in their database are
verified, ensuring 97% accuracy and significantly reducing your email
bounce rate.

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/arounddeal-b2b-contact-co/fghbfikeodjkbajmokiekipabfckcpgc


7. ClearbitConnect

Cost: Free+

The best thing about it: 

Find valid email addresses directly from your inbox

Search a company when typing an email to find potential contacts at that
account. Navigate the list to find the most likely contact, and add potential
leads to reach them during outreach.

https://connect.clearbit.com/


8. Unified Address Book

Cost: Free+ ($9.99/mo for unlimited cloud storage)

The best thing about it: 

Find professional emails with a domain or company name

Discover email addresses from any website domain or using any company
name. The chrome extension email finder tool will find valid email
addresses that you can then migrate to your lead management systems.

That's it for today. 

Scroll further to learn about the Author Mr. Amit Sharma and our Sales
Training Program for Businesses & Individuals.
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